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RBH ADDS MUCH ANTICIPATED MC-616C  
TO MC THEATER SERIES MKII 

 
Indianapolis, IN – CEDIA Expo 2003 – Booth #1216 & SR-6 – RBH Sound Inc. 

introduces the MC-616C MKII L/C/R speaker to their newly redesigned MC Theater Series. The 

MC-616C MKII rounds out the MC Theater Series MKII and provides the consumer and installer 

an alternative to the smaller MC-414C MKII. 

 

The MC-616C MKII makes its debut amongst the MC Theater Series MKII speakers featuring 

redesigned baffles that hide the “mechanics” of the speaker such as the screws securing the 

woofers to the cabinet. This MC-616C MKII also incorporates RBH’s proprietary Resonance 

Damping Alloy Baffle™ (RDAB), which functions to damp cabinet vibrations and minimize 

tweeter diffraction. 

 

The MC-616C MKII features two 6-½-inch aluminum woofers flanking a new 1-inch aluminum 

tweeter with a ceramic magnet structure that allows it to handle more power with better high 

frequency extension. Like all the MKII speakers the tweeter is protected by polyswitch circuitry 

to prevent damage if overdriven. By utilizing two 6-½-inch drivers, the MC-616C MKII has 

extended dynamic and low frequency range when compared to the smaller MC-414C MKII 

which features 4-inch woofers and makes it a better sonic match to the MC-6C MKII bookshelf 

and the MC-6CT MKII tower speakers. 

 

Beyond being a mere center channel, the MC-616C is a classic L/C/R (left/center/right) design 

meaning it can also be used as the main and surround speakers in a home theater system for a 

completely seamless presentation of movies and surround sound music. 

 

Suggested retail pricing of the MC-616C is $449/each and will ship mid-October, 2003. 

 



Since 1976, RBH Sound has been designing, engineering and crafting high-performance 

loudspeaker systems, delivering superior acoustic reproduction at sensible prices.  

 

For the dealer nearest you, please contact: RBH Sound, Inc, 976 N. Marshall, Bldg. 2, Unit 4, 

Layton, Utah 84041. (P) 801-543-2200. (Toll Free) 800-543-2205. (F) 801-543-3300. Web Site: 

www.rbhsound.com. 

 

For press information, please contact Joseph Hageman (jhageman@castercomm.com) at 

Caster Communications, Inc. (P) 401-792-7080 (F) 401-792-7040. Or log on to 

www.castercomm.com. 
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